
eFootball™ 2023 - Official Rulebook - 15th WE Championships
National Qualifiers - January, 2023

Technical Information

A. Platform: Playstation 5
B. For the WE Championships and for the national qualifiers (preliminaries), current patch

and downloadable content (DLC) available in the country is used for the competitions.

Participation

A. Participation criterion is “Open for All”, which means a national team shall be organized
with players possessing the related nation’s citizenship regardless of gender, race, or
disability.

B. Eligible Age of Participation in the WE Championships competitions of this title are 16
and over.

C. If necessary, from the point of view of national legislation, an NF can change the eligible
age of participation for their players increasingly.

D. Persons who are not excluded by applicable law, the rules of the tournament organizer
or the host are allowed to participate in the competition.

E. Tournament officials and tournament staff cannot participate in events that they actively
preside over.

F. Persons whose mental health is questioned by the tournament officials and tournament
staff cannot participate in the competition.

G. Any player - unless officially banned - with a valid playstation network account is allowed
to participate in the competition.

H. Substitutes are not allowed.
I. Coach is allowed.

Preparation Time

Preparation times are the first five (5) minutes before the start time (unless otherwise specified)
and the five to ten (5-10) minutes between games. The teams should use this time to check
whether they are optimally prepared. During this time, players must do the following:

1. Log in to your console and start the game
2. Check all your equipment, internet connection, controller battery etc.
3. Check the official schedule for your opponent and follow the necessary steps provided

by the local organizer to start a match.
4. The use of your own hardware that may be required must be communicated to those

responsible for the tournament before installation (only offline).
5. Signal to the opposing player (and the tournament organizers for offline or broadcast)

that the game is ready to go.



6. Violation of the preparation time will be penalized with a warning which, if repeated, will
lead to an increasing penalty such as a default win for the opponent (In BO3, BO5, BO7
series, the opponent gets a default win only for the first match).

Starting Time

The round start time is determined by the tournament organizer. It is either a fixed time or the
end of the previous round (on average end time +10 minutes). At their scheduled start time, all
tournament officials and players must be ready. It is the responsibility of those responsible for
the tournament to announce the start times.

Number of Players

Each match can start only with both players present. In case a participant fails to show up on
time, the match will be counted as a no-show.

Game of Record (GoR)

A game of record is a game where both players will be recorded by the PS5 operating system.
After being promoted to GoR, restarts are only allowed in exceptional cases. A game becomes
a GoR when the following conditions are met:

A. Both players are loaded into the arena.
B. Kick-off was done.

Pause/Break/Timeout

Players must pause immediately if ordered to do so by a tournament official. The players
themselves have the option, if the game settings allow it, to pause the game. During breaks or
interruptions, players may only leave the match area with official permission.

Local Organizer

The Local organizer of the 15th WE Championships National Qualifiers is the local National
Federation.

The local national federation has the final say in all protests regarding the WE Championships
National Qualifiers.

Tournament format

Method of Matches



A. Game Format: All matches must be played in Trial Match, using official partner clubs
teams, and uniform overall ratings.

B. The local national federation sets the qualifier format. All formats have to have a clear
winner, who will be representing the nation in the 15th WE Championships Regional
Qualifiers.

C. Point System

Points will be distributed like the following:
● 3 points for win
● 1 point for draw
● 0 points for loss

D. Tiebreakers ( in case of format containing a groupstage )

If a number of participants are tied by win-loss difference at the end of a group stage, their
ranking order will be decided as described below. Only the matches between the tied teams will
be taken into consideration.

● Head-to-head result, if not applicable;
● Goal difference, if not applicable;
● Goals scored.

In a case of a three-way-tie or five-way-tie, after each resolved tie, the process is repeated for
the remaining tied participants.

In special cases, the Referee can rule in a different way to determine the order in an unsolved
tie (i.e. coin toss).

E. Side selection
Players may mutually agree who has a home and away team, corresponding to Player 1 and
Player 2 respectively. If Players cannot agree, a coin toss will be done to determine who picks
their side - for the following games is vice-versa. Deciding the game e.g last BO3 or BO5 game
except for the final will be a coin toss for side selection.

Settings

Following game settings for the matches are used:

● Match Level: Superstar
● Game Speed: 0
● Condition (Home & Away): Normal
● Injuries: OFF
● Match time: 10 min
● Extra time: OFF



● No. Substitutes: 5
● PK: ON (OFF on group stage)
● Ball: eFootball™ 2023
● Cursor type: Player name ( if match on stage or broadcasted )
● Team Selection: Official Partner Clubs (Napoli is not allowed) - same teams are allowed,

https://www.konami.com/efootball/en-us/page/license_efootball

All matches are played with stat balancing enabled.

Stadium settings:

● Stadium: eFootball™ Stadium
● Time: Night
● Season: Winter
● Weather: Fine
● Length of grass: Normal
● Pitch Conditions: Normal

Camera and audio settings:

● Camera Type: Dynamic Wide
● Zoom: 2
● Height: 2
● Directional guide: OFF (Under controller settings)
● Audio mode: eSports

Match screen settings:

● Display Radar: Bottom
● Player Name Boxes: ON
● Attack/Defense Level: ON
● Attack/Defense Level Information: ON
● Radar (Home & Away): Strip Color
● Power Gauge: ON
● Stamina Gauge: OFF
● Cursor Display: ON
● Time/Score: ON
● Display Player Names: Opponent’s Team: ON
● Set Piece Guides: OFF
● Goal Celebration Prompts: OFF

Side selection: Home and away positions are decided via seed.

https://www.konami.com/efootball/en-us/page/license_efootball


Permitted Controllers: PS5 DualSense

Match Obligations

A. Players that are not ready to play within 10 minutes of the match start time are subject to
penalties including a possible match forfeiture.

B. Players may not voluntarily forfeit a match without prior authorization from Tournament
Organizers and, even with authorization if the grounds behind the forfeit are considered
unexcusable, the player will be subject to further penalties for forfeiting.

C. During an ongoing match, participants are forbidden to cut replay scenes ( For
broadcasted matches or stage matches only)

D. Participants can press pause game only while the ball is out of play (Deadball status). If
participants violate this rule, they are subject to further penalties, the referee can give a
goal to the opponent or even give a win to the opponent.

E. During the match, every participant is permitted to press pause maximum 3 times per
every half, in a maximum 180 seconds in total.

F. If a participant receives a red card and he runs out of pauses, he can pause for one
more time.

Coaching

A. Participants may designate one (1) individual to be their coach during the tournament.
Players may consult with the coach once at the end of every game. Deliberately giving or
receiving advice to/from any other person during the game is not allowed and may result
in penalties for both parties.

Cheating

A. Any cheating, as determined by the tournament organizers in their sole discretion, will
result in an immediate forfeiture and additional penalties depending on the severity of
the infraction.

Exploits & Bugs

Exploiting includes, but is not limited to, acts such as bugs/glitches when buying items,
bugs/glitches for neutral creep interactions, bugs/glitches of hero skill performance, or any other
game feature that not working properly.

Example of exploit: It is forbidden to pass the ball to the goalkeeper using bug pass (knee ->
head-> goalkeeper)

Result



A. For Online matches, after finishing a match, the player must take screenshots of the
results and shall confirm the result with the referee.

B. The result not confirmed by the referee shall not be counted.

Configuration of the Matches

A. If a player commits misconduct or any inappropriate act in an individual event, the
referee may take disciplinary action against the player including a caution, warning,
forfeit, or expulsion.

B. When the game is paused, players shall not contact people outside until the referee
permits it.

C. When a bug is notified to be banned before the match.

Malfunction

A. When the console or controller malfunctions, the player shall report it to the referee.
B. In the situations listed below, the relevant set shall become void, and a rematch of the

set shall be conducted.
- In the case of unidentified bugs or unintentional occurrences of bugs.
- When the decision of a win/loss is impossible to decide by the progress of the

match.
C. In the event of either the referee's or an observer's PC malfunctioning, the match shall

continue if it's considered to have no influence on the match.

Change of the Rules

A. These regulations apply to "15th WE Championships National Qualifiers”, and may be
altered in the following cases:

- Rules are subject to change after the release of new patches.
- Upon discovery of other unpredicted factors.
- Official referee decision.
- Additional rules added by the official local organizer.

B. When match rules are revised because of specific circumstances, the host has the
obligation to announce revisions via the website or any other viable source.


